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Abstract

A new model, partially based on the three most widely cited previous hypotheses, is proposed to explain the genesis of the Canary Islands. From the hotspot hypothesis it retains the notion that the islands originated from a thermal anomaly in the mantle. From the propagating fracture hypothesis it takes the critical role of regional fractures in the onset of magmatism. The uplifted block hypothesis contributes with the notion that the islands are in their present freeboard attitude due to the action of tectonic forces.

The main drawbacks of the three preceding hypotheses are solved within this unifying approach: the thermal anomaly is an upper mantle residue from an old plume, and therefore it does not carry (or does it in a highly diluted form) the typical geophysical and geochemical plume signatures; the fractures are well developed on the continental and oceanic crust, but not in the extremely thick sedimentary pile between the Canary Islands and Africa; and the Canary Islands uplift took place through transpressive shears, and not by means of purely reverse faults. This unifying model, which integrates the thermal and tectonic histories of the lithosphere and the sublithospheric mantle, is considered to be a valid approach to a number of volcanic areas where, as has been highlighted in recent years, pure hotspot or pure fracture models are found wanting to explain oceanic or (less frequently) continental volcanic lines. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Canary Islands are a \textit{locus classicus} of the science of Volcanology. Extensively studied from the 19th century on, they feature characteristics that make them unique among the volcanic oceanic island groups. The present hypotheses on the Canary Islands origin have in common that they were born in the aftermath of the mobilist geologic revolution. Paramount among them is the mantle plume hypothesis, developed by Morgan (1971) on Wilson’s (1963) hotspot concept. Equally anchored in the global frameworks of the seventies are the propagating fracture hypothesis (Anguita and Hernán, 1975) and the concepts of the Canary Islands as a local extensional ridge (Füster, 1975) or as a set of uplifted tectonic blocks (Araña and Ortiz, 1986).

Of these four, only the plume hypothesis has been refurbished by its supporters during the last decade (Holik et al., 1991; Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993; Hoernle et al., 1995; Carracedo et al., 1998). It could therefore be concluded that this is the only presently accepted genetic model for the archipelago, but the real situation is slightly more complicated. Every hypothesis, including the several plume
variants, suffered since it was proposed from inconsistencies with the local and regional geology: the fact is that the Canary Islands, like a number of other mid-plate volcanic chains, are not yet well understood. This has become even more evident as the amount of new data has increased at an ever growing pace. The list of new evidence arising in this decade is substantial, and includes new information on the sublithospheric mantle of the Canary Islands and surrounding regions; advances in the geochemistry of mantle source areas; the first thorough tectonic reconnaissance of several islands, and of the neighbouring Morocco areas as well; a number of new marine geophysics data sets; and the many recent geochronological investigations on Canary Islands rocks. These major advances now permit an overhauling of the former hypotheses; it is our contention that this holistic vision can be used as the basis of a new, unifying model in which the main obstacles formerly encountered by the previous ideas can be understood as problems derived too from single-sided approaches.

To evaluate the hypotheses that try to explain the geology of the islands, we must begin with a short geologic description of the archipelago (see Schmincke, 1973, 1976, 1982, for general background and further references). The Canary Islands are a roughly linear 500 km long chain (almost exactly the same size as the Hawaiian group) formed by seven islands (Fig. 1), all but one of which have been active in the last million year; four of them (three located at both ends of the chain, and one at its centre) show a record of eruptions in the last five centuries. As in other volcanic islands groups, the most complete sections consist of three types of units: (1) basal complexes (or pre-shield stage), composed of turbiditic sediments intruded by sheeted dike swarms, and by plutonics ranging from pyroxenites to carbonatites; (2) shield constructs; and (3) post-shield cones. The successive stages, which seem to represent one or more batches of new magma from the mantle, are commonly separated from each other by time gaps of several millions of years long; there are, moreover,
occasional but important time gaps between rocks of the same stage.

The rock types are really diverse, including melilitites, nephelinites, basanites, tholeiitic and alkali olivine basalts, tephrites, rhyodacites, rhyolites, pantellerites and comendites, trachytes, phonolites and carbonatites. In other words, the typical oceanic alkaline suite with saturated and undersaturated end-members. Most basalts are alkaline, though there are also minor tholeiitic rocks (for instance, the most voluminous historic eruption, at Lanzarote in the eastern end of the chain, produced tholeiitic basalts). Trachytes and phonolites are very common, and huge calderas have developed (in Gran Canaria and Tenerife only) at the end of the shield-building phase, while the post-shield activity produced essentially basanites and nephelinites. Sr–Nd–Pb isotopic analyses have been interpreted (Cousens et al., 1990; Hoernle and Tilton, 1991; Hoernle et al., 1991; Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993; Neumann et al., 1995) as meaning that the Canary Islands’ magmas represent a multicomponent mixture of different reservoirs: a HIMU (lower mantle) component and another complex end-member with lithospheric (enriched mantle, or EM), asthenospheric (depleted mantle, or DM), and again HIMU components. In an effort to ascertain possible deep mantle (PHEM, or primitive helium mantle) sources, Kellogg and Wasserburg (1990), and Pérez et al. (1994) have also published (with mixed results, see Section 3.2) He isotopic ratios.

The geophysics of the archipelago and the intervening seas is characterised (Fig. 2) by the absence of a bathymetric swell or a geoid high (Jung and
Rabinowitz, 1986; Filmer and McNutt, 1989; Watts, 1994; but see the discussion by Grevemeyer, 1999, in Section 3.1). A number of discontinuities, interpreted as basement fractures, show up on the seismic sections (e.g. Hinz et al., 1982). As will be described in Section 3.5, some of these fractures are seismically active. As for the ocean crust magnetism (see Fig. 1), the M25 anomaly (Middle Jurassic) is located on the ocean crust near La Palma and El Hierro, the two westernmost islands. One “slope anomaly”, the S1 (175 Ma), has also been identified between the easternmost islands and the African continent. Moreover, areal magnetic anomalies, probably representing different basement blocks, are outstanding (Socías and Mezcua, 1996). The Jurassic age of the ocean crust on which the archipelago is built has been consistently confirmed (Hayes and Rabinowitz, 1975; Roest et al., 1992; Schmincke et al., 1998; Steiner et al., 1998). Important tectonic structures can be observed in the islands, and especially in their basal complexes. They range from ductile shears (which have been interpreted by Fernández et al. (1997) as transtensive systems) to unequivocal compressional structures such as recumbent folds (Cendrero, 1969; Robertson and Stillman, 1979). From the islands’ aeromagnetic map, Socías and Mezcua (1996) interpret the basement of the islands as consisting of large tilted blocks, a conclusion in any case evident in spectacular features noticeable on several islands, such as the heavily tilted basaltic series cropping out in La Gomera. These blocks have been differentially uplifted from the sea floor, as can be deduced from a number of submarine materials (sedimentary or volcanic) now cropping out at different heights. The amounts of uplift are variable but in general important (for example, 2 km for La Palma (Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984), 2–4 km for Fuerteventura (Robertson and Stillman, 1979), although just 0.4 km for Gran Canaria (Fúster et al., 1968)). This indicates that the islands rose up from the ocean floor as independent blocks or groups of blocks (Marinoni and Pasquarè, 1994), an assumption also supported by the bathymetry, which shows independent insular edifices separated by deep sea. Staudigel et al. (1986), and Araña and Ortiz (1986, 1991) have suggested that most of this uplift is due to the action of important normal faults, while Fernández et al. (1997) attribute the emergence to shear tectonics.

The archipelago has a long record of activity (e.g. Ancochea et al., 1990; Coello et al., 1992), but its oldest stages have been difficult to reconstruct due to problems inherent to isotopic dating. While Cantagrel et al. (1993) distrust K–Ar ages older than 25 Ma (their oldest age for Fuerteventura) because of a possible excess of argon, they supposed that the activity (represented by undatable layers) could have begun around 35 to 30 Ma. Contrasting with those authors, Le Bas et al. (1986), essentially on the basis of palaeontology and field relations, suggest for Fuerteventura a beginning at the Senonian, or around 80 to 70 Ma. A careful geochronology study (Balogh et al., 1999) has confirmed these old ages for the easternmost islands. Cantagrel et al. (1993) also dated the first subaerial activity around 20 Ma. This datum was corroborated by the ‘Glomar Challenger’ drillings (Schmincke, 1979), where no air fall tephra layers older than 19 Ma were found in the vicinity of the islands. One interesting chronological feature of the Canary Islands is that every comparable unit (be they the basal complexes, the shield volcanoes, or the post-shield constructs) is older in the eastern islands than in the western ones. For instance, the basal complex cropping out at La Palma was formed only 3–4 Ma ago (Staudigel et al., 1986), just a small fraction of the Fuerteventura complex age.

2. Existing hypotheses for the origin of the Canary Islands

2.1. The propagating fracture

Building on previous ideas (Dash and Bosshard, 1969; MacFarlane and Ridley, 1969; Bosshard and MacFarlane, 1970; Le Pichon and Fox, 1971; Grunau et al., 1975) about a geological connection between the Canary Islands and the Atlas Mountains (see sketch in Fig. 4), this hypothesis (Anguita and Hernán, 1975) proposed the existence of a leaky megashear which connected both areas. When experiencing a tensile phase, this transcurrent corridor would explain the Canary Islands volcanism through decompression melting; when subject to compression, important quiescent periods (and compressive structures) would ensue. Robertson and Stillman (1979) also supported this hypothesis.
Although, it claimed the explanation of the cyclic structure of the Canary Islands volcanism in accordance with the compressive phases dated at the Atlas Mountains, the propagating fracture hypothesis did not explain the uplift of the insular blocks, and never overcame the absence of Cenozoic submarine faults between the islands and the termination of the South Atlas fault off Agadir (Watkins and Hoppe, 1979; Hinz et al., 1982). An added problem for this hypothesis was later shown: the volume of the islands ($\sim 1.5 \times 10^5$ km$^3$, (Schmincke, 1982)) greatly exceeded the theoretical possibilities of generating magma by stretching a lithosphere without an underlying thermal source (McKenzie and Bickle, 1988).

2.2. The uplift of tectonic blocks

The evidence of kilometres of uplift of different amounts for different islands was the basis for the hypothesis (Araña and Ortiz, 1986, 1991) that compressive tectonics (which led to ocean floor shortening and crustal thickening) was the main causal agent of the magmatism and uplift of the blocks forming the Canary Islands. The occasional relaxation of the tectonic stresses would permit the magmas to escape. While explaining both the present height of submarine formations above sea level and also the dynamics of the seismically active inter-island faults, this hypothesis did not propose a compelling process for magma genesis and for the spatial and temporal distribution of volcanism.

2.3. The local Canary Islands rift

The high dilation evident in Canary Islands basal complexes was the main evidence for the hypothesis of a regional extensional structure active in this area in Cenozoic times (Füster, 1975). The Canary Islands rift has been considered again by Oyarzun et al. (1997), this time as a part of a huge rifted zone stretching from Cape Verde to Central Europe. But neither in its original form nor in the recent one can this idea contradict the overwhelming evidence that the ocean floor around the Canary Islands is Jurassic, so that the creative action of the putative rift would have to be limited to the islands themselves; moreover, since (as shown in Fig. 1) each of the three outcropping dike swarms has a different azimuth, the rift geometry is not easy to resolve. A last, but important, objection to this hypothesis is that the islands are separated by deep sea with no evidence of Cenozoic crust added to the Mesozoic one.

2.4. The classic Canary Islands plume

Following the success of the hotspot model in explaining the Hawaiian volcanism (Wilson, 1963), the Canary Islands were proposed (Morgan, 1971; Burke and Wilson, 1972; Schmincke, 1973; Vogt, 1974a,b; Khan, 1974; Morgan, 1983) to represent the surface expression of a column of fertile material which had risen through the mantle. The main problems faced by this first version of the hypothesis were emphasised by Anguita and Hernán (1975):

1) Contrasting with the Hawaiian Islands, long time gaps (up to seven million years) frequently interrupted the magmatic activity. The classical plume model could not account for such long hiatuses (the longest time gap in Hawaii (Woodhead, 1992) spans just 1 Ma). 2) The onset of the subaerial volcanic activity showed a very irregular westward progression (cf. data in Fig. 1). Although the African plate velocity was far from being accurately measured, the fact was that no velocity value could account for all the ages in a classical fixed hotspot model. (3) At radical variance with the limitation of most recent activity to only one end of the Hawaiian chain, almost the whole Canary Islands line has erupted in recent times, which complicates the task of defining a location for the hotspot. Most authors choose to place it at La Palma or El Hierro, the westernmost islands, but this leaves unexplained the most important historical eruption, which took place at Lanzarote, the easternmost one.

To those initial criticisms, others were later added (by Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993):

1) Contrary to the individually short-lived Hawaiian volcanoes, the Canary Islands present a long volcanic record, at least 30 (but more probably up to 80) Ma long on the oldest islands. Moreover, this activity is divided into separate magmatic cycles. (2) The thermal anomaly exhibits a very low melt productivity, in each island and in the whole archipelago; and this productivity is on the wane in each cycle. For Gran Canaria, the volume of magma produced in the Miocene made up 80% of the island, vs. only 18% in the Pliocene and just 2% in the Quaternary. Even allowing for the diminishing durations of the periods
implied, the seemingly evident waning of the activity is difficult to understand if an active flux of magma is coming up from the mantle underlying the islands. (3) The varied geochemistry (in time as well as in space) of the Canary Islands rocks also contrasts with the petrologic monotony of the Hawaii group.

No doubt that some of these problems could be solved with an ad hoc hotspot model: for instance, a plume with low melting rates (“Marquesan type” of Woodhead, 1992) under the quasi-stationary African plate would produce islands with long volcanic histories, low productivity and complex geochemistry. But even the weak plumes should behave as plumes, and many of the critical features, such as the long time gaps or the geophysical features, could not be explained away as side effects of the velocity of the African plate or the productivity of the plume.

Carracedo et al. (1998) have recently placed the Canary Islands plume under El Hierro, at the archipelago western end. These authors follow the suggestion of Holik et al. (1991), who identified a submarine reflector (apparently Late Cretaceous, and younger towards the south) near the African continental margin NE of the islands. They further proposed that this layer represents the first volcanic material emplaced by the putative Canary Islands plume. Several lines of evidence make this model difficult to accept: (1) While the model of Carracedo et al. (1998, their fig. 6) predicts that the onset of volcanism in Fuerteventura, some 600 km south of the reflector, happened around 25 Ma ago, palaeontology findings, marine geophysics data (Watkins and Hoppe, 1979), field relations (Robertson and Stillman, 1979; Le Bas et al., 1986; Cantagrel et al., 1993), and the most recent radiometric work (Balogh et al., 1999) all support for this island a minimum Eocene, but more
probably Late Cretaceous age. (2) Holik et al. (1991) describe a bathymetric swell for their hotspot trace, while this feature does not exist in the Canary Islands (Jung and Rabinowitz, 1986; Filmer and McNutt, 1989; Watts, 1994; Watts et al., 1997; see Section 3.1), a contrast that suggests different origins. (3) The reflector is a continuous layer about 1000 m thick, whereas the islands are constructs several times that thickness separated by deep ocean: again the heterogeneity points to a disparate genesis. And (4) basal complexes (i.e. the deep roots of the islands) crop out at La Palma and Fuerteventura, at both ends of the chain, which means that, in contrast with the classical Hawaii-Midway-Emperor chain, the Canary line shows no trace of one-end subsidence. The criticism of Carracedo et al. (1998) about the non-applicability of the concept of one-end subsidence to volcanic groups built on slow-moving plates has at least two weak points: (1) Those authors propose a non-existent parallel with the Cape Verde group, where no age-progression at all has been found (e.g. Courtney and White, 1986; Abranches et al., 1990); and (2) Lanzarote is 500 km away from the supposed hotspot location: at roughly this distance from Loihi seamount (the location of the Hawaiian hotspot proper) we find Kauai, the westernmost island of the archipelago, in an advanced stage of subsidence. This contrast is of course irrespective of the plate velocity.

2.5. The blob model

Those inadequacies led to the appearance of a new plume model (Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993) of the “blob type”, which had been previously introduced (Allègre et al., 1984) to explain isotopic mixing at spreading centres, then applied to geochemical modelling of the Galapagos volcanism (White et al., 1993). The Canary Islands blob model featured (Fig. 3) a dipping conduit which would underlie the whole archipelago, and whose dip to the west would be caused by the African plate viscous drag.

This model might overcome some of the shortcomings of the classical plume hypothesis. (1) The magmatic cycles and the gaps in activity would result from the successive arrival to the surface of fertile and sterile mantle material. (2) The ubiquity of the recent volcanism throughout the archipelago would be a consequence of the proposed geometry, with a fertile blob underlying each island with recent activity. (3) The geochemical diversity would also be easily explained as a consequence of the heterogeneity of the blobs.

Several drawbacks of this hypothesis derive from its very geometry: firstly, it is not clear whether the Hawaiian plume, which is the explicit model for the dipping conduit, dips in the same direction of the plate movement (Cox, 1999) or against it (Ihinger, 1995; inset on Fig. 3). Secondly, the African plate could be altogether stationary (see discussion on the African plate kinematics in Section 3.3) or, in any case, move too slowly to produce an effective viscous drag; and thirdly, the blobs should reach the westernmost islands first, and thus these should be the oldest ones. Other features that this model did not explain were the geophysics (the absence of a topographic swell and geoid high) and the tectonics, specifically the compressive features.

From a geochemical point of view, the blob model proposed a symmetry (alkaline–tholeiitic–alkaline) in each magmatic cycle that is far from being general, since the archipelago as a whole is essentially alkaline. And last, the blobs were unnecessary for other Atlantic volcanic islands, which did show clear hotspot signatures. Why should the Canary Islands require a plume different from the ones that explain such island groups as the Cape Verdes, Madeira, or Bermuda?

2.6. The upwelling sheet model

To probe the mantle underlying the Canary Islands crust, a seismic tomography study was performed (Hoernle et al., 1995). Previous data sets had provided ambiguous results: in one of the investigations (Anderson et al., 1992), the Canary Islands seemed to overlie the border of an upper mantle thermal anomaly elongated through parts of the NW African coast and central and western Europe, while in the other (Grand, 1994) the only anomalies under this area were restricted to the lower mantle (and centred under the Cape Verde Islands). The data of Hoernle et al. (1995) showed a sheet-shaped thermal positive anomaly, whose roots were detected down to a depth of 500 km (the maximum depth reached by the study) and which surfaced at NW Africa (oceanic
as well as continental), the Mediterranean, and central Europe, covering an overall area of 2500 \times 4000 \text{ km}.

The relationship of this large mantle structure with a putative Canary Islands plume is unclear (Fig. 4). As featured in the Anderson et al. (1992) study, the archipelago lies precisely above the border of one of the thermal maxima, but this anomaly apparently does not penetrate the lithosphere or the lower mantle. It is interesting to stress that the two most important positive thermal anomalies detected in the area by Hoernle et al. (1995) lie near Madeira and near the volcanic Middle Atlas (sections $a-a'$ and $b-b'$ in Fig. 4). Though it has been proposed (Sleep, 1990) that families of plumes may result from the breaking up of tabular upwellings in their ascent through the mantle, the fact is that the Canary Islands plume stays elusive. This could be due to the poor accuracy of the present geophysical equipment, unable to detect structures smaller than about 100 \text{ km}. But in theory (Davies, 1990), plume heads should be mushroom-shaped, and thus easier to detect. All that can be said from the existing data is that a large regional positive thermal anomaly occupies a broad area of the upper mantle in the vicinity of the Canary Islands, although not directly under them.

Besides its geochemical problems (which will be treated in Section 3.2), this last version of the plume model leaves unanswered the questions about the Canary Islands geophysics and tectonics; and, since no magmatic conduit has been located, all the rest of the problems for which the blob model was a theoretical solution (i.e. distribution of magmatism in space and time, magmatic cycles) must be considered as still pending.

Fig. 4. Results of the seismic tomography experiment performed by Hoernle et al. and which are pertinent for the origin of the Canary Islands. In the $a-a'$ section a cold lithosphere can be seen underlying the Canary Islands; the islands, moreover, overlie the border of a mild thermal anomaly of the upper mantle. In the $b-b'$ section, a much more important thermal anomaly is located under the Atlas Mountains. Redrawn from Hoernle et al. (1995).
3. Recent data on the origin of the Canary Islands

In this section, we present data acquired only in recent years, or else new with respect to the Canary Islands context, such as the Atlas Mountains data.

3.1. Geophysics

A number of interesting papers has been published on the physics of the Canary Islands lithosphere during recent years. First of these was Jung and Rabinowitz’s (1986), where the Seasat-deduced geoid anomalies in the North Atlantic were systematically examined. These authors concluded that the residual geoid and bathymetric data correlate very well over the Azores, Bermuda, and Cape Verde; but that in other areas the overall correlations were not very significant. In fact, as confirmed by Watts (1994, his Fig.14), this study reveals that the Canary Islands are the only important North Atlantic island group not centred over a geoid anomaly.

These results were later corroborated by Filmer and McNutt (1989), who calculated a very high $8\times10^{23} \text{Nm}^2$ flexural rigidity for the Canary Islands’ lithosphere. This figure is five times bigger than the one deduced for Cape Verde, and one to two orders of magnitude larger than those of the Pacific volcanic islands. The authors interpreted this result as meaning that, contrasting with the lithosphere at true hot spots, the Canary Islands lithosphere had not been heated by a rising column of hot material. On the basis of the absence of a geoid high and a topographic swell (another well known plume signature: compare our Fig. 2 with the 1.9–2.4 km swell for Cape Verde (Courtney and White, 1986; McNutt, 1988; Monneret and Cazenave, 1990)), Filmer and McNutt (1989) questioned the interpretation that the Canary Islands were a plume trace. Recently, Canales and Dañobeitia (1998) have proposed for the Canary Islands a “masked swell” caused by a NNE regional thermal anomaly: it seems quite probable that these authors are detecting the physical influence of the thermally anomalous mantle defined by Hoernle et al. (1995).

Sleep (1990) and Grevemeyer (1999) have, on the contrary, claimed the existence of a geoid high centred in the Canary Islands. Sleep (1990), though, only reinterpretated the data published by Jung and Rabinowitz (1986) who, as we have seen, make just the opposite claim. Grevemeyer (1999), following a method devised by Sandwell and MacKenzie (1989), compared the ratio of a geoid height to topography for eight Atlantic volcanic groups, and concluded that four of them, including the Canary Islands, presented an aspect ratio typical of a thermal swell. He then discussed the results of Filmer and McNutt (1989) (though not those of Jung and Rabinowitz (1986) or Watts (1994), whose conclusions were identical), implying that they were in error because those authors did not take into account the isostatic effect of the adjacent African margin. Nevertheless, a revision of his method (Sandwell and MacKenzie, 1989, p. 7406) leads to the conclusion that it is very sensitive to neighbouring geologic structures, and specifically to the edge effects produced by continental margins. This undermines the conclusions of Grevemeyer (1999), even if he cautions that a more detailed study is necessary to address the question of the geoid in the Canary Islands. This caution is especially adequate in the light of the following set of data.

Watts (1994) calculated a value of 20 km for the lithosphere elastic thickness under Tenerife and La Gomera. He then compared this datum with what would be expected for an unperturbed lithosphere of Jurassic thermal age, which should be 35 km thick. Watts (1994) inferred that this apparent weakening was most likely the result of thermal perturbations in the lithosphere caused by an underlying mantle plume, and he attributed the absence of a topographic swell and a geoid high to a high degree of variability in the geophysical properties of hotspots. Dañobeitia et al. (1994), however, after correcting for the effect of the Moroccan margin, obtained for the Canary Islands lithosphere a thickness of 35 km, or slightly smaller than their calculated unperturbed thickness of 40 km, but exactly the Watt’s calculated unperturbed thickness. Further calculations led the same team (Canales and Dañobeitia, 1998) to propose a thickness range of 28–36 km, which they interpreted as a lack of thermal rejuvenation of the uppermost lithosphere. On the basis of geochemical calculations, Neumann et al. (1995) estimated a lithosphere thickness of 27 km under Lanzarote and they hypothesised that this was due to the effect of a thermal anomaly. But they surmised that the lithosphere is thicker under the chain’s western end, so their conclusion clearly contradicts the location of the postulated plume.
under El Hierro or La Palma. And lastly, a high lithospheric strength has been deduced by Ye et al. (1999) from the Moho’s nearly horizontal attitude, without significant crustal flexure towards the islands. This group evaluates these differences stating that the classic Hawaiian hotspot setting is not valid in the case of Gran Canaria.

The last geophysical feature investigated in the Canary Islands area is the possible existence of magmatic underplating, important (>4 km) under Hawaii (Lindwall, 1988) and the Marquesas (Caress et al., 1995). Watts et al. (1997) studied the flexure of the lithosphere under the load of Tenerife, and reached the conclusion that, in contrast to those archipelagos, the crust under at least part of Tenerife is not underplated by magmatic material. This is consistent with the suggestion (Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993) that the magmatic productivity of the Canary Islands melting anomaly is low. On the contrary, Ye et al. (1999) have located an 8–10 km thick underplated section under Gran Canaria. Unlike that under the Hawaiian Islands, the Gran Canaria underplating does not extend beyond the island coastline. This heterogeneity of the islands’ roots, already pointed out by Banda et al. (1981), makes underplating, or its absence, an inconclusive argument for the origin of the islands.

3.2. Geochemistry

Kellogg and Wasserburg (1990) obtained for Canary Islands rocks 3He/4He ratios that are definitely small (5.8–7.5 times the atmospheric ratio, or $R_A$) when compared with the values ($R_A$ between 11 and 48) obtained by Craig and Lupton (1976), and Kaneoka and Takaoka (1980), and Kurz et al. (1982) for Hawaii. At La Palma, Pérez et al. (1994) measured larger $^3$He values (up to 9.6 $R_A$), on the limit of those attributed to hotspot islands; nevertheless, the rest of their measurements (4–6 $R_A$ at Gran Canaria, and 6–7 $R_A$ at Tenerife) are clearly outside these limits. Although Pérez et al. (1994) interpret their results as proof that a plume is contaminating the magma under La Palma with 6.1% of lower mantle helium, their data compare better with those for MORB (8–12 $R_A$) than with those measured at Loihi seamount, which range (Kurz et al., 1982) from 23 to 32 $R_A$. These results raise some questions about the real meaning of the whole geochemical array. Since the HIMU represents a lower mantle reservoir enriched in uranium (Hart et al., 1992; but see discussion by Anderson, 1999), then it is difficult to understand: (1) why the Canary Islands rocks are not (or only slightly) enriched in the PHEM source, as are other hotspots; and (2) why the anomalous mantle detected by means of tomography under the islands does not extend to the lower mantle. The last problem with the HIMU is the difference between the Canary Islands and Cape Verde carbonatites: while the first ones show the described complex geochemical assemblage, the Fogo (Cape Verde) carbonatites are pure HIMU (Hoernle and Tilton, 1991).

As for the $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr relationship, it shows more ambiguous values, 0.7029 to 0.7035, with most clustering between 0.7030 and 0.7033 (Sun, 1980; Schmincke, 1982) or even 0.7035 for Tenerife (Ovchinnikova et al., 1995). These data fall in the hotspot field (0.7030–0.7050), though in its lowest range, and limiting with the MORB average ratio of 0.7025–0.7029 (White et al., 1987).}

3.3. Canary Islands ages and the African plate kinematics

The main problem related to the ages of the Canary Islands rocks is the explanation of the chronological gaps. These periods without extrusive activity appear in most islands; they last 1.3 million years (from 2.9 to 1.6 Ma) in La Palma; two million years (from 12 to 10 Ma) in Lanzarote; three million years (from 3 to 0 Ma) in La Gomera; five million years (from 10 to 5 Ma) in Gran Canaria; and seven million years (from 12 to 5 Ma) in Fuerteventura. As already stated, the longest time gap in Hawaii (located on the island of Oahu (Woodhead, 1992) lasted for just 1 million years; but a minimum 5 million years gap exists in Maio, Cape Verde (Gerlach et al., 1988). Very long time gaps are also a distinct feature of the Cameroon line, where they can reach up to 12 million years in Principe and Pagalu (Fitzton and Dunlop, 1985). In theory, plume activity should be more or less continuous, while tectonic-controlled volcanism could be rather episodic, since it is dependent on changes in the lithosphere stress regime. The blob model for hotspots was put forward (Hoernle and Schmincke, 1993) to solve this problem, but its
limitations when applied to the Canary Islands’ case have already been stated.

The movement of the African plate is related to this age problem and has also an essential bearing on the genetic hypotheses for the Canary Islands. Unfortunately, this movement is a matter of contention, since there is not even agreement on whether there has been movement at all during recent times. While Burke and Wilson (1972), Briden and Gass (1974), Steiner (1975), and Minster and Jordan (1978) proposed a nearly stationary African plate, Duncan (1981) and Morgan (1983) have reconstructed a very slow moving plate, with velocities around $1 \text{ cm } a^{-1}$. Watts (1994) cited a velocity of $20 \text{ mm } a^{-1}$, but he did not mention the source of this value. Recently, Burke (1996) presented evidence for the plate being essentially at rest with respect to the underlying mantle since about 30 Ma, though O’Connor et al. (1999) propose a velocity of $20 \pm 1 \text{ mm } a^{-1}$ for the same period. In any case, a plot of the islands’ oldest ages vs. distances leads to graphs (Carracedo et al., 1998, their fig. 2) of arguable geological meaning, since outcrops of comparable age (for instance, the beginning of shield-building emissions) are not found, or are not useful for dating, in most islands.

These complex time vs. distance relationships are more similar to those of volcanic lines with strong tectonic control, like Samoa (Woodhead, 1992), the Cameroon line (Fitton and Dunlop, 1985; Halliday et al., 1988), or the Cook-Austral chain (McNutt et al., 1997). In the case of the Canary Islands, and bearing in mind that the African plate could be stationary, the real question to discuss is rather why any progression in ages does exist at all. This point will be treated in Section 6.

### 3.4. Tectonics on the islands

The importance attributed to tectonics in the Canary archipelago has varied from major (for Hausen, 1956, 1958) to minor (e.g.Füster et al., 1968; Schmincke, 1968). Tectonics is now considered to be important to understanding the evolution of the Canary Islands. The most important of the “classic” tectonic features in the archipelago is the outstanding unconformity present in Fuerteventura basal complex between an overturned Cretaceous sedimentary and volcanic succession and gently dipping mid-Tertiary sediments. Robertson and Bernoulli (1982) suggested that these folds were generated by dextral motion along a shear zone; or, alternately, that they could indicate a compressive stress field acting twice, in post-Cretaceous and post-Miocene times. Now, considering (Stillman, 1987) that the injection of the basal complexes dike swarms requires important dilations, and bearing in mind that the last period of injection was Oligocene–Miocene (see our Fig. 9), a succession of compressional and dilational stress fields could be deduced. Whether this alternation of compression and extension is able to explain eruptive periods separated by time gaps has been the matter of a long debate. An interesting alternative has been pointed by Staudigel et al. (1986), which explained the N–S strike of the dikes of the La Palma basal complex as a result of a regional N–S compressive field. In this case, the magmas would not result from extension, but from the compression caused by the collision of Africa against Eurasia.

An important piece of evidence for a causal relationship between tectonics and magmatism in the Canary Islands has been the identification of ductile shear zones in the Fuerteventura basal complex (Casillas et al., 1994; Fernández et al., 1997; Muñoz et al., 1997). Carbonatite bodies intrude along these shears, thus indicating a transtensive stress field. The shears show NW and NE conjugate azimuths that can be solved by transtension with a horizontal $\sigma_3$ striking E–W. The slip could exceed 1 km, and their age is bracketed between Late Oligocene and Early Miocene. Judging by their dimensions, age, and field relationships, it seems reasonable to think that these deformations were instrumental in the intrusion of Fuerteventura’s last basal complex materials: the carbonatite bodies have been dated (Cantagrel et al., 1993; Balogh et al., 1999) at 23 Ma, or Early Miocene.

Another step in confirming the connection between tectonics and magmatism has been a thorough tectonic study of Lanzarote (Marinoni and Pasquareá, 1994), in which these authors located more than 200 faults and over 40 volcanic alignments with the same general strike (NNW) as the faults. Most of the faults were of the strike-slip type (right- as well as left-handed), although normal and reverse examples were also present. There had been two different phases of activity, in Pliocene and Pleistocene times. Anguita et al. (1991) also detected faults and an
important number of WNW-aligned Pliocene cones and dikes, which run across the centre of Gran Canaria.

3.5. Tectonics on the seafloor

Submarine tectonic structures have been detected in the Canary Islands area from the time of the first marine geophysics surveys in the 1970s. Some of them (e.g. an E–W graben located east of Lanzarote (MacFarlane and Ridley, 1969) seem to be submarine extensions of the subaerial structures. In the open sea, the marine geophysicists have found an array of tectonic structures, such as antiforms, synforms and unconformities (Dillon, 1974; Uchupi et al., 1976; Danobeitia and Collette, 1989). Outstanding among the antiforms is a huge (~200 km wide) anticline (the “Slope Anticline”) whose axis follows the slope and shelf some 150 km south of the islands, and is parallel to their general trend (e.g. Watts, 1994, his Fig. 11).

Most submarine fractures are transcurrent (Le Bas et al., 1986) or normal (MacFarlane and Ridley, 1969; Bosshard and MacFarlane, 1970; Banda et al., 1992) faults. A 80 km shift of the S1 magnetic lineation east of Lanzarote (Roeser, 1982; see our Fig. 1) also suggests the presence of marine fracture zones. More complex tectonic settings include (see Fig. 4 of Hinz et al., 1982) flower structures, an accepted (Harding, 1985) signature of transcurrent dynamics. A large seismic event permitted Mezcua et al. (1992) to detect between Tenerife and Gran Canaria a submarine fault some 50 km-long, with transcurrent (left-lateral) and reverse components. From it they deduced a compressional stress field with $\sigma_1$ around N170E. This fault is therefore of the same kind as the left-handed transcurrent faults associated with folds located at the Essaouira basin (northern border of the Atlas) by Piqû et al. (1998). Here we find the first hint of a genetic kinship between the Canary Islands and the Atlas Mountains.

Beyond the indisputable dynamic character of the zone, the real question is whether a physical connection in the shape of a continuous fracture links the islands with the South Atlas lineament. No Cenozoic faults appear in the two published seismic profiles that offer hard data on this critical question. In one of them, Watkins and Hoppe (1979) see no evidence of tectonic activity in this area which could be attributable to movements along the South Atlas fault during the Alpine orogeny. On the other profile, Hinz et al. (1982) state, likewise, that the area was not affected by any major faulting after the Dogger; nevertheless, they illustrate (in their Fig. 2) faults and folds affecting the Aptian, and describe four (Aptian, Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene) erosional unconformities. These add to other similar structures detected in the same zone, such as an array of folds (McMaster and Lachance, 1968; Summerhayes et al., 1971; Goldflam et al., 1980) and a Pleistocene angular unconformity (Dillon, 1974).

To sum up, the oceanic basement and sedimentary cover between the Canary Islands and the African continent were tectonically unstable from Cretaceous times on, but this tectonic activity is not expressed as a fault or a set of faults. The wide seismic gap depicted by Medina and Cherkaoui (1991, their Fig. 2; see our Fig. 10) between the Canary Islands and Africa seems to confirm the lack of active faults there, and suggests that the present deformation is mainly aseismic. This aspect will be considered again in Sections 4.4 and 5.

4. The northwestern Africa geologic framework

Clear syntheses on the geology of the Atlas Mountains can be found in Jacobshagen et al. (1988a,b), Froitzheim et al. (1988), Brede et al. (1992), and Giese and Jacobshagen (1992). This chain was built through the tectonic inversion of a Triassic and Jurassic intracratonic rift (the “Atlas gulf” of Jacobshagen et al., 1988a) associated with the opening of the North Atlantic (Fig. 5). The cause for the inversion was most probably the convergence of the African and Eurasian plates during the Cenozoic. The Atlas Mountains data most relevant to the Canary Islands’ origin are given in the following sections.

4.1. Geophysics

The seismic tomography data by Hoernle et al. (1995) are useful not only to understand the Canary Islands’ evolution, but also for the study of the Atlas Mountains. Their $b$–$b'$ section (our Fig. 4), the one which shows the maximum thermal contrast, cuts through the western High Atlas. There, and near the
neighbouring Middle Atlas, the anomaly seems to reach the surface. These data had been anticipated by (1) the uncompensated isostatic state of the chain (Wigger et al., 1992), and (2) the location of high conductivity (Menvielle and Le Mouël, 1985; Schwartz et al., 1992) and low-seismic velocity (Schwartz and Wigger, 1988) layers deep in the Atlas Mountains crust. These were later independently confirmed by Seber et al. (1996), who identified (their Fig. 7) low-velocity layers from 35 to 150 km beneath the High and Middle Atlas, and the Anti-Atlas (see situation in Fig. 7) as well. But the critical set of data is still the one obtained by Hoernle et al. (1995). Although the only mention of NW Africa made by those authors is a statement (p. 38) on the lack of volcanoes in the Atlas Mountains (see the section on volcanism below), the anomalous mantle they detected, and which underlies the eastern central Atlantic and NW Africa, clearly suggests that the Canary Islands magmas and the parental magmas of the Cenozoic Atlas volcanoes have the same origin.

The area is seismically active. The focal mechanism solutions are strike-slip and/or thrust (Medina and Cherkaoui, 1991). Cherkaoui et al. (1991) present an analysis of the focal mechanism of the great 1960 Agadir earthquake (see location in Fig. 7) compatible with the dextral-reverse movement of a N49E fault, though Harmand and Moukadiri (1986) and Gomez et al. (1996) propose a left-lateral strike-slip fault as the cause; the last two interpretations are coincident with that of Mezcua et al. (1992) for the Canary Islands’ quake of 1989.

4.2. Tectonics

Giese and Jacobshagen (1992) and Beauchamp et al. (1999) have proposed that the Atlas chain is the result of an important (>30 km) shortening, during which the Jurassic rift faults became thrusts, newly formed thin-skinned thrusts added to that thick-skin tectonics, and the crust under the High Atlas thickened to 38–39 km. Most authors (e.g. Fraïssinet et al., 1988) propose four tectonic phases. Some authors suggest that the inversion is an all-Tertiary event, but others (Froitzheim et al., 1988; Beauchamp et al., 1999; see our Fig. 9) have claimed it to have begun in the Cretaceous. These uncertainties notwithstanding, the coincidence in time and geometry between the stress fields experienced by the Atlas chain and by the Canary Islands is evidenced by their parallel geological structures, such as, for instance, the angular unconformity between Cretaceous and Cenozoic series.

As for the types of faults, Mattauer et al. (1977), Proust et al. (1977) and Binot et al. (1986) propose that all post-Cretaceous Atlas faults are thrusts. But Herbig (1988) and Jacobshagen (1992) find also strike-slip faults (mostly sinistral), a conclusion
which seems to agree better with (1) the seismic plane solutions, and (2) the frequent flower structures (Fig. 6) found in the chain (Binot et al., 1986; Froitzheim et al., 1988; Laville and Piqué, 1992; Saadallah et al., 1996). Most faults strike NNE (in the High Atlas), NE (in the Middle Atlas), or NW (dispersed though less marked), although abundant N–S structures were detected in a morphometric survey (Defontaines et al., 1992). The most recent volcanoes (see below) are aligned nearly N–S.

The South Atlas lineament, a classic (Russo and Russo, 1934) as well as complex structure, merits a study on its own. The extreme position of Stets and Wurster (1982) who reject its very existence outright, is not shared by most authors. Proust et al. (1977) and Jacobshagen et al. (1988a) describe it as a discontinuous NNE structure. A microtectonic study by Proust et al. (1977) defined it as a megashear active from Palaeozoic times on, first as a right-lateral, then left-lateral, then (during the Tertiary) a reverse fault, and now represented as a set of en echelon structures. All tectonicists working on the Atlas Mountains agree that this lineament should be studied as a part of a newly defined strike-slip sinistral megastructure more than 1000 km long, the Trans-Alborán Fault system (Bousquet and Montenat, 1974; Sanz de Galdeano, 1990; see location in Fig. 7), which runs along the High Atlas (where it is called the Tizi-n’Test fault) and Middle Atlas and crosses the Alborán (Mediterranean) Sea up to the Spanish town of Alicante. Jacobshagen (1992) stresses, though, that this structure is
not continuous, but that it consists of partial, relaying fragments.

4.3. Volcanism

There are a number of volcanic areas in the Atlas Mountains and adjacent zones (Fig. 7): the best studied of them are one in the Middle Atlas with about 90 volcanic constructs (monogenetic cones, maars) aligned on an approximate N170E direction; a second one on the Anti-atlas, with two huge volcanic centres (Jbel Siroua and Jbel Sarhro) which crop out some 20 km from the southern High Atlas border; and a third one which consists of few cones but large intrusions, and it is located on the northern border of the High Atlas. We see that the statement on the supposed lack of volcanism in the Atlas Mountains (Hoernle et al., 1995) is inaccurate even if limited to the High Atlas. The absence of volcanics on the High Atlas axis could be explained by the cited thickening of the crust under this part of the chain. As for the Anti-atlas volcanoes, they could be related to the very shallow dipping structure (detected through its seismic low velocity (Schwartz and Wigger, 1988) and high conductivity (Schwartz et al., 1992), which crosses the High Atlas roots and seems to connect both volcanic provinces (Giese and Jacobshagen, 1992, their Fig. 4).

All the volcanics are alkaline, but very different rocks crop out in each area: basanites and alkali basalts with some nephelinites in the Middle Atlas (Harmand and Cantagrel, 1984); phonolites and trachytes with minor hawaiites, rhyolites and comendites in the Anti-atlas (Berrahma, 1989); and nephelinites plus a gabbro to carbonatite complex in the High Atlas (Le Bas et al., 1986). Ages vary widely. The oldest magmatism (the syenites, carbonatites and nephelinites cropping out near the town of Midelt in the High Atlas (Lancelot and Allègre, 1974) is Eocene to Oligocene (45–35 Ma) but the next active period, in the nearby Middle Atlas, did not take place until the Miocene (14–6 Ma, nephelinites). The activity finished with Pleistocene basalts, basanites and nephelinites (1.8–0.5 Ma). The ages of the Anti-atlas

Fig. 7. The volcanoes (stars) of the Atlas Mountains. (A) is a phonolitic plug of Jbel Siroua, in the Anti-atlas; (B) a carbonatite outcrop at Tattiouine, near Midelt, northern High Atlas; and (C) a monogenetic basaltic cone from Jbel Hebri, Middle Atlas. Volcanoes and faults (TAF = Trans-Alborán Fault) from Jacobshagen et al. (1988a,b).
volcanic province are rather poorly known, but they seem to spread from the Upper Miocene to the Pliocene: 10.8±2.1 Ma for the Jbel Siroua phonolites (Berrahma, 1989), while Jbel Sarhro is mainly composed of Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene rhyolitic ash-flows, and hauyne trachyte lavas (de Sitter et al., 1952).

All those rock types (even the less frequent, such as the carbonatites, the comendites, or the hauyne trachytes) are represented in the Canary Islands. The rock ages (beginning in Early Cenozoic, with the bulk activity centred in the Miocene–Pliocene) are roughly similar as well. The time gaps represent another chronological parallel: there are two intervals (of 20 and 4 Ma) without volcanic activity in the Middle Atlas; another, less well defined (10.8–8.2 Ma?) in Jbel Siroua. This discontinuous magmatism has given rise to different tectonogenetic hypotheses: Harmand and Cantagrel (1984), Berrahma (1989) and Aït Brahim and Chotin (1990) tried to connect the active periods with tectonic phases; for instance, Harmand and Cantagrel (1984) claim that volcanism and compression are coeval, but the loose time-stratigraphic control limits the validity of this and similar hypotheses.

4.4. Regional models

Gomez et al. (1996) proposed that the whole Meseta block (the lithospheric subplate north of the Atlas Mountains) is escaping towards the Atlantic along the Trans-Alborán Fault as a consequence of the compression from the north, a scheme already advanced by Olsen and Schlische (1990). Another tectonic synthesis (Froitzheim et al., 1988) takes into account both compression and lateral response, and on the basis of the frequent flower structures found puts forward the hypothesis that the Atlas Mountains has been subjected during the whole Cenozoic to transpressive and transtensive movements. A third hypothesis (Michard et al., 1975; Brede et al., 1992) emphasises a slight (~5°) Cenozoic clockwise rotation of the Meseta block (Brede et al., 1992, their Fig. 15) as a side effect of the collision against the Eurasian plate. This would cause a propagation of stresses towards the NE, noticeable in: (1) a slight delay in the movements along the Trans-Alborán Fault, which began its activity at least in the Oligocene in Morocco, but not until Late Miocene in SE Spain (Jacobshagen, 1992).

All three models do find support in the Atlantic and Canary Islands data. (1) The escape hypothesis of Gomez et al. (1996) could explain why the Meseta Atlantic shelf shows signs of instability, such as folding, transtensive faulting and a possible Oligocene angular unconformity (Summerhayes et al., 1971; Piqué et al., 1998). (2) Transpression is the stress field indicated by the fault plane solution of the last earthquake in the Canary Islands (Mezcua et al., 1992). It could be as well an effective mechanism for the islands’ tectonic uplift (the Canary Islands as flower structures? see below). (3) The propagation (and liberation) of stresses along relaying lithospheric fractures is the simplest way to explain why the western Canary Islands are younger than the eastern ones.

5. A unifying model

A mantle thermal anomaly under North Africa, the Canary Islands, and western and central Europe was defined through seismic tomography (Hoernle et al., 1995). This anomaly has the shape of a sheet, and not of a plume, and does not enter the lower mantle. Both features preclude it from being a plume (or at least a plume from the core-mantle boundary: see discussion in Anderson, 1998). What is its origin? Following an idea first suggested by Wigger et al. (1992) for the Atlas Mountains, and then on a wider scale by Oyarzun et al. (1997), we propose that the thermal anomaly is the remnant of a “fossil” plume. This hot material would have arrived in the upper mantle near the end of the Triassic (~200 Ma), being instrumental in the opening of the central Atlantic (May, 1971). Its outcrops (tholeiitic dikes, sills and lava flows covering about 7 million km² of North and South America, NW Africa and SW Europe) are widespread enough to catalogue it as the largest of known LIPs (Large Igneous Provinces), or even as a super-plume (Wilson, 1997). Oyarzun et al. (1997) designated this putative plume the Central Atlantic Plume, while Marzoli et al. (1999) prefer the name of Central Atlantic Magmatic Province. Some geochemical
evidence for this old plume is the EM component found in Lanzarote basalts and interpreted (Ovchinnikova et al., 1995) as a contribution from continental lithospheric mantle: a remainder of Pangea.

As for its subsequent (Cretaceous–Cenozoic) evolution, Oyarzun et al. (1997) and Moreira et al. (1999) put forward an eastward migration of the remnants of the plume head, now detected under the African margin and Europe. Magmatism occurred where and when an efficient fracture system provided a pathway. These places were the central European rift system, the volcanic provinces of the westernmost Mediterranean (Balearic and Alborán basins), Iberia, the Canary Islands and Cape Verdes (Hoernle et al., 1995).

The model we propose: (1) integrates the Atlas Mountains volcanoes with the rest of this magmatic province, a logical step since they share the same thermal anomaly with them; and (2) explains—through the Canary Islands and the Atlas Mountains common tectonic features—not only the time-space magmatic relationships of the archipelago but its uplift as well. In this unifying hypothesis, the magmatism in the Canary Islands is explained through the tapping of the old thermal anomaly by the fractures inherited from the Mesozoic failed arm rift (Fig. 8). The strongest evidence for it is: (1) that the Atlas Mountains and the Canary Islands show the same types of structures even when considering the details. For instance, transcurrent faults have not only the same set of strikes (NE, NW and N–S), but also share the characteristic of being left- and right-handed as well. Those common features support the interpretation that all of them are being caused by the same stress field; and (2) that there is an alternation in time of the periods of magmatism in the islands, and of compression in the Atlas Mountains and Atlantic (Fig. 9). During the tensional periods, the fractures would serve as conduits for the magma (Cousens et al., 1990, p. 326; Anderson, 1999, p. 23), while in the compressive epochs they would cause the uplift of the islands as sets of flower structures.

This hypothesis gathers together the main aspects of the three most important lines of research on the origin of the Canary Islands: (1) The hotspot is vindicated, since the origin of the magmas is a mantle thermal anomaly, even if it is not presently coming from the lower mantle. (2) The propagating fracture is
necessary to tap the magmas from the thermal anomaly, but with a more complicated geometry than originally proposed. (3) The islands’ uplift is acknowledged as a real tectonic process in the archipelago, though it is proposed that the main movement is transcurrent instead of reverse.

Besides the Atlantic–European–Mediterranean rift system, the analogues to the process proposed are multiple:

- The mid-ocean ridge system. As shown for instance by Hofmann and White (1982) and Zhang and Tanimoto (1992) or Anderson et al. (1992), this planetary system works essentially by passive upwelling: the plates spread apart and material wells up at the ridge, much in the same way as the fossil Atlantic plume is drained through the fractures.
- The asthenosphere, frequently fed by mantle
plumes (e.g. Sleep, 1990) that supply hot, deep, mushroom-shaped material which spreads laterally in the upper mantle. Our Fig. 4 (a part of the Fig. 2 of Hoernle et al., 1995) clearly shows that the only hot material at typical asthenosphere depths below a large expanse of the central eastern Atlantic and northwestern Africa is the one supplied by the old plume.

- Many continental rifts, including classical examples such as the Late Palaeozoic eastern North America (Phipps, 1988) and Oslo rifts (Pedersen and van der Beek, 1994). Neither of them seem to have been associated with active plumes.

- Many problematic “hotspot chains”, such as Samoa (Woodhead, 1992), the Marquesas (McNutt et al., 1989), Cook-Austral (McNutt et al., 1997), Fernando de Noronha (Gerlach et al., 1987), or the Cameroon line (e.g. Halliday et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1994). The Cameroon line, astride the ocean–continent boundary, is an excellent example of the limits of the assertion by Vink et al. (1984) on the difficulty (“mechanical impossibility” when cited by Carracedo et al. (1998) encountered by fractures on continental crust to propagate into oceanic crust. The Cameroon Line could be, moreover, the best known parallel to the “fossil plume” hypothesis. To explain the Pb, Nd and Sr systematics, Halliday et al. (1988) proposed that the Cameroon Line rocks are contaminated by the old St. Helena hotspot.

- Some “pure” hotspot volcanic groups, like the Cape Verde. The 5 Ma time gap (Gerlach et al., 1988) is a telltale sign of the tectonic forcing on the magmatism of this group proposed by Vogt (1974a), de Paeppe et al. (1974), and Klerkx and de Paepe (1976), and documented by Williams et al. (1990).

The above analogues lend support to the view that lithospheric rupture is needed as much as a thermal perturbation for the onset of magmatism. This idea, advanced by Nicolas et al. (1994) for rifts, could be, as shown, of wider application. In the case of the Canary Islands, it explains most of the geological, geophysical and geochemical features of the archipelago, such as:

1. The persistence of magmatic activity for a lengthy (>50 Ma) period.

2. The diversity of geochemical reservoirs present in the Canary Islands magmas: the HIMU and PHEM components (and the slightly enriched 87Sr/86Sr ratio as well) would represent the original plume material, mixed with different proportions of lithospheric components in each new batch of magma.

3. The absence of a clear gravity high and bathymetric swell, since there is no active mantle currents underneath the islands.

4. The tectonic seismicity around the islands and the many structures noticeable in the seismic profiles.

5. The multi-Ma gaps in magmatic activity, which would be a consequence of regional or local compressive stress fields.

6. The seismic tomography data showing a cold lithosphere, but a mildly hot upper mantle under the archipelago.

7. The diminishing volume of magmas erupted in each successive cycle: the fractures are draining a “fossil” magmatic source.

8. The outstanding petrologic coincidences between the Canary Islands and the Atlas Mountains. This relationship was first noticed by Le Bas et al. (1986), but they considered both areas to be “too far apart” to be related. Now the regional mantle tomography has shown that the distance was not too large to sustain a common lineage.

9. The islands uplift, including the tectonically tilted blocks evident in many islands, and which could be best interpreted as parts of flower structures. In the High Atlas, these tectonic forms measure up to 25 km wide (Laville and Piqué, 1992, and our Fig. 6), i.e. the approximate size of El Hierro, La Gomera, La Palma, or of the blocks defined (Marinoni and Pasquare, 1994) as the uplifted units in Lanzarote. The submarine flower structures noticeable in the seismic sections are of the same order of magnitude (~10 km wide (Hinz et al., 1982, their Fig. 4). As for the vertical uplifts, they reach more than 1 km, which is again in the estimated range of tectonic island uplift.

6. Discussion

The main obstacle for the acceptance of a genetic relationship between the Canary Islands and the Atlas chain has been the lack of continuous faults connecting both areas. The plot of all seismic foci in the zone
Fig. 10 permits identification of an outstanding seismic gap (A) between the islands and the High Atlas chain. This seismic dead zone interrupts an otherwise continuous earthquake line extending from the Alborán Basin to a point in the Atlantic Ocean some 800 km WSW of the Canary line. We support the idea, first advanced by Medina and Cherkaoui (1991), that the cause of the gap is that the huge sedimentary mass deposited at this area (>12 km thick after Hinz et al. (1982, their Fig. 2)) absorbs by ductile flow (Bott, 1981) the stresses exerted on it, much the same as the gap in the Lisbon fault (Fig. 10b). In considering the feasibility of this idea, two points should be kept in mind: (1) that this sedimentary apron has experienced a severe strain, as highlighted by the abundant antiforms and several erosional and angular unconformities described in Section 3.5; and (2) that the tectonic seismicity reappears in the Canary Islands realm (Mezcua et al., 1992) and oceanwards (Medina and Cherkaoui, 1991; Wysession et al., 1995).

The seismic gap is also consistent with the absence of volcanic constructs between the Canary Islands and the Atlas Mountains, which could be explained as due to the lack of faults that could tap the thermal anomaly. The abundance of sediments in this area of the African continental slope and rise would be a logical consequence (and a proof as well) of its working as a triple junction (Dewey and Burke, 1973; Weigel et al., 1982) during the Jurassic (see Fig. 5). A further trace of this old line can be noticed in a submarine canyon west of El Hierro (see Fig. 1A), the site of a 1959 $M_\text{w} = 6.2$ earthquake (Medina and Cherkaoui, 1991).

The following points still warrant further analysis:

- Why do the islands show tectonic lineaments with such different azimuths? The sheeted dike units in the three outcropping basal complexes are, for instance, oriented N20E (Fuerteventura), N70E (La Gomera), and due North (La Palma). Can all be referred to a common stress field, as proposed by Stillman (1987)? The N–S strike of most dikes in La Palma basal complex is coincident with one important tectonic strike of the Atlas Mountains.
(Deffontaines et al., 1992, their Fig. 6), and also with a seamount line 200 km west of La Palma (see Fig. 1b). All these data can be explained by the present compressive stress field created by the collision of the African and Eurasian plates. Unfortunately, we do not have other so clear frameworks for the stress situations prevailing in the Canary Islands area from the end of Mesozoic times on. In general, we ignore what relations did exist between the building of each individual construct and its structural lineaments.

- What is the real significance of the triple junctions defined by Navarro (1974) and Navarro and Farrujo (1989) at Tenerife and El Hierro, and only much later adopted by Carracedo (1994) and later references, in none of which he acknowledged the origin of the idea? Wyss, who in 1980 described these Mercedes star-shaped rifts for Hawaii and Maui, the two youngest Hawaiian islands, conceded that Iceland rifts do not show this symmetric pattern because of the dominant stress field. The fact that most of the Canary Islands are not three-armed would be an additional proof that, like Iceland, they were built in the presence of regional stress fields. This conclusion applies to the shields (for instance, the radial dike pattern observed by Schmincke (1968) in Gran Canaria) and to the pre-shield stages as well. Staudigel et al. (1986) detected an all-radial (not three-armed) dike pattern superposed on the N–S tectonic one on the La Palma basal complex. The insistent efforts (Carracedo, 1994, 1996; Carracedo et al., 1998) to promote the three-armed geometry as fundamental for understanding the origin of the archipelago seem out of place to the present authors.

- What is the meaning of the reflector detected by Holik et al. (1991) north of the Canary Islands? Except for its stratigraphic position, it is similar to the Triassic–Jurassic volcanic layers left by the Central Atlantic super-plume (for instance, in the North American Atlantic coast (Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995) when the Atlantic opened.

- The Mio–Pliocene magmatic activity in the Atlas chain appears to propagate in two opposite ways: towards the north (Pliocene and Pleistocene volcanism in southern Spain) and towards the west (the progression of volcanism from the eastern towards the western Canary Islands). If this migration is real, what is its cause? Perhaps it is an effect of the rotation of the Maghreb subplate relative to the African plate (Brede et al., 1992); or simply (Anderson, 1999) a natural tendency, partly based on buttressing, of volcanoes to propagate into chains. One last (but important) open question on the geology of the Canary Islands.
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